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a b s t r a c t

With the third innovation in science and technology worldwide, China has also experienced this
marvelous progress. Concerning the longwall mining in China, the “masonry beam theory” (MBT) was
first proposed in the 1960s, illustrating that the transmission and equilibrium method of overburden
pressure using reserved coal pillar in mined-out areas can be realized. This forms the so-called “121
mining method”, which lays a solid foundation for development of mining science and technology in
China. The “transfer rock beam theory” (TRBT) proposed in the 1980s gives a further understanding for
the transmission path of stope overburden pressure and pressure distribution in high-stress areas. In this
regard, the advanced 121 mining method was proposed with smaller coal pillar for excavation design,
making significant contributions to improvement of the coal recovery rate in that era. In the 21st century,
the traditional mining technologies faced great challenges and, under the theoretical developments
pioneered by Profs. Minggao Qian and Zhenqi Song, the “cutting cantilever beam theory” (CCBT) was
proposed in 2008. After that the 110 mining method is formulated subsequently, namely one stope face,
after the first mining cycle, needs one advanced gateway excavation, while the other one is automatically
formed during the last mining cycle without coal pillars left in the mining area. This method can be
implemented using the CCBT by incorporating the key technologies, including the directional pre-
splitting roof cutting, constant resistance and large deformation (CRLD) bolt/anchor supporting system
with negative Poisson’s ratio (NPR) effect material, and remote real-time monitoring technology. The
CCBT and 110 mining method will provide the theoretical and technical basis for the development of
mining industry in China.
� 2015 Institute of Rock and Soil Mechanics, Chinese Academy of Sciences. Production and hosting by

Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In the 1960s, Prof. Minggao Qian proposed the “masonry beam
theory” (MBT) (Qian, 1981, 1982) for the first time in China, and
presented a full discussion on the transmission and equilibrium
method of overburden pressure in mined-out areas by using
reserved coal pillar. On this basis, the “121 mining method” was
established, namely one stoping face needs two advanced excava-
tion tunnels and one reserved coal pillar before the next mining
cycle. TheMBTandmining system based on the 121miningmethod
laid a sound foundation for the development of mining science in
f Rock and Soil Mechanics,

ics, Chinese Academy of Sci-
hts reserved.
China. The second mining innovation started in the 1980s, which
was characterized by the “transfer rock beam theory” (TRBT) (Song,
1979,1982) proposed by Prof. Zhenqi Song. This illustrated a further
transmission path of stope overburden pressure and the pressure
distribution in high-stress areas. Then the advanced “121 mining
method” was raised with smaller coal pillar in terms of field
excavation design, making important contributions to develop-
ment of the coal recovery rate in that era.

At the beginning of the 21st century, large deformation failure
problems in coal mines became more challenging with increasing
mining depth, and the accidents in risk-prone gateway and deep
gob-side gateway accounted for 80%e90% of total accidents in
working face gateways (He, 2004, 2005; He et al., 2005). It is
basically considered that the traditional 121 mining method was
not suitable for the deep mining purpose (Zhai and Zhou, 1999; Li,
2000; Liu and Shi, 2007; Fei, 2008). In 2008, the theory of “cutting
cantilever beam theory” (CCBT)was first put forward. In this theory,
it can be noted that the ground pressure was used for the purpose
of advanced roof caving by precutting to form a cantilever beam
above the gob-side gateway. When the precutting was performed
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on the roof of gateway, the transmission of overburden pressure
was cut off, which mitigated the periodic pressure when using the
121 mining method, and part of roof rock mass was driven down,
forming one side of the gateway for the next stope mining cycle.
The CCBT provides a new basis for the non-pillar mining, under
which the 110 mining method was developed (He et al., 2007;
Zhang et al., 2011; Song and Xie, 2012; Wang and Wang, 2012;
Liu and Zhang, 2013; Sun et al., 2014), namely one stope face, af-
ter the first mining cycle, only needs one advanced gateway exca-
vation; while the other one is automatically formed during the last
mining cycle without coal pillars left in the mining area by using
this mining technology. The core idea of the 110 mining method is
that, first, the natural ground pressure is used to make part of the
roof fall down, instead of fully reinforcing it by artificial supporting
system and coal pillar; second, the gob roof rock is used to form one
side wall of the gob-side gateway; and third, the expansion char-
acteristic of broken gob roof rock is used to reduce the surface
subsidence. This mining method will reduce 50% of gateway exca-
vation workload in the stope and fulfill 100% coal pillar recovery,
which achieves a significant reduction in mining costs and more
importantly, will reduce the accidents in the stope. It may be used
to fulfill the “N00 mining method” in the future, which is the
optimization and innovation of the 110miningmethod. The symbol
“N00”means nomatter howmanymining cycles andworking faces
are in the district, all the gateways would be formed automatically
with CCBT, suggesting no need for gateways to be excavated when
using traditional methods. In this paper, China’s three innovations
in longwall mining will be reviewed and discussed, including the
related theories and the 121 mining method, the CCBT and the 110
mining method, and the key technologies involved. The CCBT and
110 mining method will be considered to be the basis for China’s
next-generation mining industry development, frommining giants
to mining powers.
2. The MBT, TRBT and 121 mining method

For the development of coal mines in China, the mining science
and technology was characterized by the MBT proposed by Prof.
Minggao Qian, which formed the traditional 121mining system (i.e.
the 121 mining method), and then by the TRBT proposed by Prof.
Zhenqi Song, which further improved the awareness of the 121
mining method, as shown in Fig. 1. This method is currently the
most widely used system in longwall mining in China, whichmakes
an important contribution to the development of China’s mining
science and technology.
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Fig. 1. Layout of the 121 mining method.
2.1. The MBT and 121 mining method e the first mining science
innovation

Prof. Minggao Qian first introduced the concept of the
“movement mechanics of stope overlying rock strata” in 1962,
which has been verified by the field tests in Datunmining area and
Kongzhuang coal mine. The MBT was proposed in 1981 and then
was recognized after the First Conference of Coal Mine Stope
Pressure Theory and Practice on 21 August 1981 in China. In 1982,
the MBT was promoted internationally after the topic, Stope
overburden rock mass structure model and its application to strata
control, was presented at the International Conference of Rock
Mechanics in the University of Newcastle, UK. The MBT points out
that: Periodic breaks of the roof rock beam occurred during stoping,
which formed the rotary extrusion of broken rocks, and the masonry
beam structure was formed due to the horizontal force and friction in
the gob area. The structural and mechanical models of MBT are
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. Based on the proposed
models, the calculation formulae of support strength and roof
subsidence were proposed. It is the first time to present the
detailed discussion on the transmission and equilibrium method
of overburden pressure in mined-out areas. In this instance, the
“large coal pillar-artificial support-gangue” supporting method is
established consequently, i.e. the next mining cycle and two
gateways are far from the gob, which forms the 121 mining
method as shown in Fig. 4.

The supporting strength (Qian and Li, 1982) for longwall mining
can be written as

P ¼ gR
X

hþ nLcðghc þ qÞ þ
�
2� L0 tanð4� qÞ

2ðh� s0Þ
�
Q 0 (1)

where P is the supporting strength (kN/m);
P

h is the total thick-
ness of immediate roof (m); R is the face width (m); n is a constant
coefficient; q is the uniformly distributed load of overburden (kN/
m2); L0, hc, s0 and Q0 are the breaking length (m), thickness (m),
subsidence (m) andweight (kN/m) of cantilever rocks, respectively;
Lc is the roof length supported by caving rock; 4 is the friction angle
of rock (�); q is the angel between fracture plane and vertical plane;
g is the volume weight of rock layer (kN/m3).

The roof subsidence (Qian and Li, 1982) can then be expressed as

DsR ¼ 2
3

R
LR

h
m�

X
hðKP � 1Þ

i
(2)

where DsR is the roof subsidence (m), LR is the length of cantilever
rocks on the immediate roof (m),m is the mining height (m), and KP
is the loose coefficient of broken rocks.
Fig. 2. Structural model of the masonry beam theory (MBT): A is the coal seam support
affected zone; B is the abscission zone and support affected zone; C is the gob zone,
supported by broken caving rock; I, II and III are the overlying strata (Qian, 1982).
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Fig. 3. Mechanical model of the masonry beam theory (MBT). The subscripts 1, 2, and 3
are the blocks in different overlying strata (Qian, 1982).
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Fig. 4. Scheme of roof strata movement of the 121 mining method (He, 2014).

Fig. 6. The mechanical model of transfer rock beam (TRB) theory.
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2.2. The TRBM and improved 121 miming method e the second
mining science innovation

The TRBM was first proposed by Prof. Zhenqi Song in 1979, ac-
cording to the drilling observational data in Zhaogezhuang mine,
Kailuan, China. In 1981, the theory was presented in the First In-
ternational Conference on Ground Control in Mining in Morgan-
town, USA. Then it was generally acknowledged at the First
Conference of Coal Mine Stope Pressure Theory and Practice on 21
August 1981. The official proposition of the TRBM was given in the
scientific paper entitled “Rules for the stope bearing pressure and
its application” (Song, 1982).

The TRBM states: “With underground stoping, periodic fracture
occurred in the main roof, and then the rock beam structure was
formed which was supported one side by the coal seam in front of
working face, and the other side by the gangue.” The forcewas always
kept in the direction of advance mining, namely the force was
transferred from the roof to the advanced coal and gangue in the
goaf. This structure is called “transfer rock beam” (TRB), and its
structural and mechanical models are shown in Figs. 5 and 6,
respectively.
A——First layer transfer rock beam 

B——Second layer transfer rock beam 

B
A

Fig. 5. The structural model of transfer rock beam (TRB).
The TRBM emphasizes the effect of roof movement state on the
required supporting strength, and the effect of deformation on coal
stress distribution and stope supporting structure. It further ex-
plains the transfer path of overburden pressure, and the high-stress
region should be divided into internal and external stress fields. It
also points out that the excavation of gateway could be in the low
internal stress field and only small coal pillar is needed for sup-
porting, as shown in Fig. 7. Thus the gateway pressure can be
reduced when excavating in the internal stress field by the
improved 121 mining method. The roof control design and method
show that determination of roof support strength can be calculated
by Eq. (3). The TRBM is formulated on the basis of a large number of
engineering practices, which helps to improve the coal recovery
rate in China.

Similar to the MBT, the supporting strength of the TRBM (He,
2014) can be written as

PT ¼ PA þmEgEc
KTLT

DhA
Dhi

(3)

where PT is the supporting strength (kN/m2), PA is the force acting
on the immediate roof (kN/m2), DhA is the maximum roof subsi-
dence of the face (m), Dhi is the designed roof subsidence (m), KT is
the rock redistribution coefficient,mE is the thickness of rock beam
(m), gE is the volume weight of rock beam (kN/m3), c is the interval
of periodic weighting (m), and LT is the face width with stope
support (m).
3. The CCBT and 110 mining method e the third mining
science innovation

At the beginning of the 21st century, the disasters and accidents
caused by large deformation of surrounding rocks of tunnels were
frequently reported with the increase of mining depth. According
to the incomplete statistics, accidents in deep gateway accounted
for 80%e90% of total accidents, among which 80%e90% of the
gateway accidents occurred in the gob-side gateway and the
Smaller coal pillar 
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Supporting pressure

Fig. 7. Scheme of roof strata movement of the improved 121 mining method (He,
2014).
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accident-prone gateway. Accidents were mainly induced due to
coal pillar burst and support failures under large ground pressure at
great depth and periodic pressure caused by main roof breaking.
Thus, the traditional 121 mining method in terms of reserved coal
pillar was facing great challenges.

For the limits of the traditional 121 mining method, the CCBT
and 110 mining method were proposed in order to address the
problems encountered in longwall mining. The CCBT was verified
in field by using advanced roof caving in 2008, and was first
applied to working face No. 2442 in Baijiao coal mine, Sichuan
Province, in 2010. In this project, non-pillar mining technique was
used in the gateway near the goaf formed automatically by
advanced pressure relief and roof caving (Zhang et al., 2011). The
CCBT was established on the basis of interactions of stress fields,
supports, and surrounding rocks during the process of advanced
pressure release and roof caving. One of the key technologies is
the orientation cutting in the goaf side roof, which cuts off the
transfer of overburden pressure to other parts on the roof, falls
part of roof rock mass down, and forms a new excavation roadway
for stoping subsequently. Besides, many other key technologies
were involved to achieve CCBT. For instance, a new supporting
material, the bolt or anchor with constant resistance and large
deformation (CRLD), was employed in the gob-side roadway roof
supporting to keep the gateway roof stable during the advanced
roof caving.

Along the working face direction, the mechanical model of CCBT
is shown in Fig. 8. In this figure, G is the gravity of the immediate
roof (kN), Fh is the horizontal force in the rock strata (MPa), L is the
length of working face (m), L00 is the length of gateway, Hc is the
depth of roof precutting (m), a is the angle of advanced roof cutting
(�), T is the shear force on the precutting plane, and N is the normal
force on the plane.

Then the horizontal and normal forces imposed on the precut-
ting surface can be respectively obtained:

N ¼ Fh cos a� G sin a (4)

T ¼ G cos a� Fh sin a (5)

The frictional resistant force (or resistance) can be written as

F4 ¼ ðG cos a� Fh sin aÞtan 4þ cA (6)

where F4 is the frictional resistance, c is the cohesion of the sliding
surface, and A is the area of the precutting plane, following the
equilibrium equation on this plane. Then we have

T ¼
X

giHiðcos a� l sin aÞtan 4þ cA (7)

The depth of the precutting into the roof is first determined by
the height of the gateway because one side of the gateway needs to
be automatically formed after roof caving, which is the minimum
depth (Hmin) of roof cutting. The volume of rock increases after rock
breakage, thus the roof caving depth is designed to make the
F

L

T

Precutting line 

0
L ′

Fig. 8. Mechanical model of CCBT.
broken rock be filled in the mined-out area, in order to keep the
main roof stable along its trend. This would weaken or mitigate the
negative periodical impact and increase the stability of the
roadway. Based on this, the maximum caving depth and the range
of the roof cutting depth can be obtained.

(1) Minimum cutting depth

The minimum cutting depth is

Hmin¼HGþ1.5 (8)

where Hmin is the lower bound of the critical value (m), and HG is
the height of the gateway (m).

(2) Maximum cutting depth

The maximum cutting depth is

Hmax ¼ Hs þ Hp (9)

where Hs is the height of the caving rock after breaking, and Hp is
the maximum bending subsidence.

(3) Cutting depth design

The cutting depth is then written as

Hc ¼ ðHG � DH1 � DH2Þ=ðk� 1Þ (10)

where DH1 is the main roof bending subsidence, DH2 is the
height of floor heave, and k is the bulking coefficient of rock (see
Fig. 9).

Based on the CCBT, the 110 mining method with respect to the
reserved gob-side gateway and non-pillar mining is established.
The layout of the 110 mining method is shown in Fig. 10. The “110”
means for one stope face of the whole mining district, only one
advanced gateway excavation is needed after the first mining cycle,
because the other one, i.e. the gob-side gateway in the traditional
121 mining system, is automatically formed during the last mining
cycle without coal pillars left in the mining area by using this
mining technology. Fig. 11 shows the movement of overlying strata
in the 110 mining method and its effect on ground pressure dis-
tribution. The force transmission in overlying strata is changed by
the directional precutting, forming a short cantilever beam struc-
ture (Song and Jiang, 1986). The transfer of ground pressure is cut
off and the pressure is used to fall part of gob roof rock down,
instead of completely reinforcing it by artificial supporting system
and preserved coal pillar. The roof rock is used to form one side of
the gateway wall, and the gob-side gateway is reserved for the next
Fig. 9. Design for pre-splitting hole depth (Hc).
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mining cycle, reducing the cost and risks for gob-side gateway
excavating. Extension of broken gob roof rock is calculated and used
for the purpose of gobbing-up the mined-out area. Thus surface
subsidence can be significantly reduced.

4. Key technologies of the 110 mining method

For the fulfillment of 110 mining method, several key technol-
ogies are used, including directional roof precutting, CRLD sup-
porting system, and remote real-time monitoring technology. In
addition, the characteristics of different projects in different mines
are also considered in this new method. Thus, the 110 mining
systemwith non-pillarmining and automatic formation of gob-side
gateway for the next mining cycle by precutting and advanced roof
caving is established.

4.1. Directional pre-splitting roof cutting technology

The characteristics of high rock compressive strength and low
tensile strength are comprehensively considered, and a blasting
device is developed to achieve the two-directional blasting to
form a cohesive energy flow and thus to produce concentrated
tensile stress. The blasting device is employed with normal ex-
plosives, and the depth of boreholes is determined by the coal
seam depth, gateway height and other conditions in the field,
from 1.5 m to 5 m or more. The explosive charge follows the
general blasting design, normally from 2 to 8 packages of explo-
sives with directional blasting device for different engineering
conditions, and it should be performed on relatively hard rock
layers. The top plate is set in accordance with the direction of the
formation of pre-splitting tensile fracture surfaces (Fig. 12). Field
application results (Fig. 13) show that this technology can achieve
good directional roof pre-splitting according to the design at exact
positions, and reach the designed depth along the roof with
actively advanced pre-splitting roof cutting but will not destroy
the roof.

4.2. CRLD supporting system

The problems of mining pressure transfer are one of the key
issues during advanced pre-splitting cutting and roof caving. In
practice, part of the roof in existing gateway needs to be
reserved. The traditional support system, in a combination of
mesh, bolts, and anchors, can be easily broken when sur-
rounding rocks have large deformations. In this case, the manual
roof caving will produce large tensile force to the gateway roof,
although the precutting has been performed to reduce the force
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transition. For this reason, a new supporting material, the CRLD
bolt, is used to control the gateway deformation and reserve the
roof and one side wall of the gateway, as shown in Figs. 14 and
15. A large number of tests have been conducted on this ma-
terial and testing results show that its mechanical properties are
quite unique and can keep the designed constant resistance
during elongation. As shown in Fig. 16, the CRLD bolt is able to
adapt to the dynamic pressures generated by the roadway roof
caving and effectively control part of the reserved roof. The
CRLD bolt can also withstand various dynamic impacts, and the
high impact energy absorbing abilities are observed in both
laboratory and field tests. Therefore, the CRLD bolt can achieve
high impact resistance and deformation energy released during
roof caving, which can effectively guarantee the overall stability
of roadway safety (He et al., 2014).

4.3. Remote real-time monitoring technology

In order to analyze the CRLD stress and associated potential
risks encountered during roof caving, remote real-time moni-
toring technology is introduced. The forces in CRLD bolts/anchors
are continuously recorded and transmitted to indoor computers
automatically for feedback monitoring (Figs. 17 and 18). It shows
that the force of CRLD increases during the mining and manual
Fig. 15. Curves of different materials’ m
roof caving process, and the roof subsidence and gateway stability
are effectively controlled under the periodic roof pressure
impacts.

During mining activities, the pressure on mining shields is
also monitored in field. The measured data show that the stress
on advanced roof cutting and caving was reduced by about 30% of
echanical properties of CRLD bolts.
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the previous maximum periodic pressure in the mining area, i.e.,
from 40 MPa to 27.5 MPa (see Figs. 19 and 20), in conjunction
with the calculated height of the cutting depth with Eqs. (6) and
(7). As the stoping face advanced, the variation range of roof
pressure was significantly reduced, i.e., from 23e40 MPa to 21e
27.5 MPa. It is proved that this mining method can effectively
reduce the periodic roof pressure imposed on brace and greatly
improve the stability of the roof, which also facilitates the se-
lection of support measures.
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Fig. 20. Mining impacts recorded by 110 mini
5. Case studies using 110 mining method

5.1. Case I: normal coal seam in Baijiao coal mine

Baijiao coal mine (Zhang et al., 2011) is located in Furong mining
area, Sichuan Province, China. This mine is the first site used with
the 110 mining method. The working face No. 2422 of this mine is
characterized by normal thickness coal seam of 2.1 m, and the
height of gatewaywas 2.5 m. Fig. 21 shows the composite columnar
section of working face No. 2422. The first layer of immediate roof is
hard limestone with an average thickness of 1.5 m. The mining
depth is 482 m, the width of working face is 165 m, and the length
of gateways is 465 m.

Before application of the CCBT and 110 mining method, there
were various accidents reported every year for worker injuries
and property losses caused by rockburst and support failures in
gateways. In 2009, we introduced the CCBT and 110 mining
method to working face No. 2422. Fig. 21 shows the support
system and precutting design. The directional pre-splitting roof
cutting was performed at the dashed line position and the
blasting hole was calculated to be 5 m in depth. The CRLD bolts
and anchors were used in the support design. The design depth of
CRLD anchors is 8 m to keep the gateway stable during the
manual roof caving. The prestress of CRLD anchors was larger
tance (m) 
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Fig. 21. Support system and precutting design for working face No. 2422 in Baijiao
mine using the CCBT and 110 mining method.
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Fig. 23. Reserved gob-side gateway by 110 mining method.
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than 12 kN and the force in anchors was monitored during the
production by 110 mining method (Fig. 22). When the stoping
distance of 350 m was used in the field experiment, 330 m gob-
side roadway for the next mining cycle was automatically
formed. The average deformation between roof and floor is 15 cm
and the monitored stress curve (Fig. 22) shows that the advanced
stoping had impact on the CRLD support system, but the peak
force in CRLD anchor was only increased to 106 kN, and then kept
stable at 84 kN. The maximum of anchor force was 110 kN during
the precut roof caving far from the design constant resistance of
CRLD support material.

Fig. 23 shows the reserved gateway in field by 110 mining
method, allowing for the next mining cycle. In Baijiao mine field
test, the length of gob-side roadway is 460 m, and the excava-
tion cost is RMB 465.78 per meter, compared to RMB 3075 per
meter in the original design, thus RMB 1.2 million was saved.
One gob-side roadway excavation was reduced and the relevant
waste rock transportation fee accounting for another RMB 1.82
million was saved consequently. The recovery of 10 m wide coal
pillar made a profit of RMB 4.416 million at that time; and burst
prevention drillings in coal pillar of RMB 3.1 million was also
saved. In other words, the CCBT and the 110 mining method
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Fig. 22. Monitored CRLD anchor force curves in Baijiao mine.
projects at the working face No. 2422 saved RMB 11 million in
terms of safe production.
5.2. Case II: thin coal seam in Jiayang coal mine

Normal thick coal seam can always allow for enough space for
roof caving in the gob after pre-splitting cutting. However, the
space in thin seam mined-out area is limited, and the bend and
sinking of roof will interference the advanced roof caving. To fulfill
the CCBT and the 110 mining method, the key parameters of gob-
side entry retaining technique in thin coal seam are obtained by
the successful case at working face No. 3118 in Jiayang coal mine,
Sichuan, China.

Working face No. 3118 is 850m in length and 157m inwidth, the
average thickness of coal seam is 0.91m, and the dip angle is 3�. The
height of gateway is 2.9 m and the width is 3 m. The composite
columnar section and gob-side gateway support design and pre-
cutting design are shown in Fig. 24.

The advanced roof caving mainly relies on the gravity of im-
mediate roof and shearing force by overburden pressure. The pre-
cutting angle, a, is employed as a major factor to avoid larger
frictional resistance at the interface during formation of cutting
cantilever beam. It can be determined by the field condition of
working face No. 3118 in Jiayang coal mine, the internal friction
angle of immediate roof is about 55�e60�, and the final precutting
angle a0 is about 28�e33�. The precutting depth can be calculated
by Eq. (10), and the precutting depth is 4 m.

Field application of the 110 mining method proves to be suc-
cessful in thin coal seam mining (see Figs. 25 and 26), which lays a
good basis to similar mining projects.
6. Conclusions

The paper presents threemajor technological changes in China’s
mining science and technology in terms of three representative
theories. The 121 mining method and 110 mining method are
introduced based on the theoretical basis. Themain conclusions are
drawn as follows:

(1) The traditional 121 mining method has made important con-
tributions to the development of China’s mining science and
technology. The MBT developed by Prof. Minggao Qian has led
to the first mining innovation in China, which focuses on the
transmission and equilibrium method of overburden pressure
in the mined-out areas by using reserved coal pillar. The TRBT
proposed by Prof. Zhenqi Song gives a further explanation to
the transmission path of stope overburden pressure and pres-
sure distribution in high-stress area, an important contribution
to the advanced 121 mining method with smaller coal pillar.



Fig. 24. Support system and precutting design for working face No. 3118 in Jiayang coal mine by the CCBT and 110 mining method. (1) CRLD anchors, constant resistance: 200 kN,
length: 7.5 m, spacing: 800 mm � 1000 mm; (2) Pre-splitting hole, diameter: 50 mm, depth: 4 m, spacing: 800 mm.

Fig. 25. Measured roof pressure curve in field.

Roof rock falling and 
one side of gateway formed

Roof rock falling and 
one side of gateway formed

(a) Steel and mesh support for cracked roof falling.

(b) Spraying concrete surface treatment.

Fig. 26. Photographs of the reserved gateway for the next mining cycle.
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(2) With increasing mining depth, large deformation of sur-
rounding rocks in deep tunnel becomes a challenging issue,
thus the CCBT using advanced roof caving is put forward. With
the use of directional pre-splitting roof cutting, the periodic
pressures can be reduced or eliminated. The CCBT provides a
basis for non-pillar mining and automatic tunneling technol-
ogy, under which the 110 mining method is established.

(3) The 110 mining method mainly includes directional pre-
splitting roof cutting, CRLD supporting system and remote
real-time monitoring technology. In addition, the site-specific
geological conditions are also considered, forming the tech-
nology of pre-splitting and roof caving for the purposes of
pressure release and automatic gateway formation. The CCBT
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and 110 mining method will provide theoretical and techno-
logical basis in China for the purpose of major mining powers.

(4) Two cases using the 110 mining method in different mining
conditions are introduced, and field applications prove that the
new theory and mining method is practicable, economic and
effective. More importantly, the safety is ensured in the daily
mining production.
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